
   
Fx rates Last High Low % Daily %Weekly % YTD
EUR-USD 1.0315 1.0327 1.0305 -0.05 1.30 -9.28
GBP-USD 1.2189 1.2207 1.2178 -0.13 0.96 -9.92
USD-JPY 133.19 133.4900 132.8900 0.13 1.37 -13.60
USD-CHF  0.9415 0.9426 0.9408 -0.01 2.12 -3.04

PX_LASTPX_CLOSE_1D
Commodities Last High Low % Daily %Weekly % YTD
Gold 1790.49 1792.61 1786.24 0.04 0.84 -2.12
Silver 20.40 20.45 20.24 0.43 2.53 -12.48
Crude Oil  93.85 94.21 93.60 -0.52 5.44 31.15
Bitcoin 23954.00 24328.39 23780.60 -1.08 2.96 -48.30
Etherium 1893.77 1914.27 1858.43 -0.46 9.95 -48.66

Period
USD LIBOR

US0001M Index EURIBOR
US0003M Index
US0006M Index Notes/Bonds
US0012M Index US

INTERVAL_PERCENT_CHANGELAST_PRICE PRIOR_CLOSE_MIDPX_HIGH PX_LOW CHG_PCT_1DCHG_PCT_1MCHG_PCT_YTD
Index Close % Daily % M YTD Futures % Change
DJIA 33336.67 0.08 7.60 -8.26 33355.00 0.15
S&P 4207.27 -0.07 10.17 -11.73 4218.75 0.20
Nasdaq 12779.91 -0.58 13.45 -18.31 13351.75 0.30
DJ EuroStoxx50 3757.05 0.21 7.74 -12.59 3751.00 -0.05
FTSE 100 7465.91 -0.55 3.55 1.10 7452.00 -0.01
CAC 40 6544.67 0.33 8.28 -8.50 6544.50 N/A
DAX 13694.51 -0.05 6.11 -13.79 13672.00 -0.09
IBEX 35 8380.00 0.33 4.56 -3.83 8380.90 N/A
FTSE MIB 22858.18 0.69 6.39 -16.41 22854.00 N/A
Nikkei 27819.33 2.47 6.31 -0.99 28490.00 2.55
Hang Seng 20082.43 0.36 -3.31 -13.86 20134.00 0.52
DFM General 3385.60 -0.25 8.21 5.94 N/A N/A
MSCI Tadawoul 12530.76 0.80 9.76 11.07 N/A N/A

PRIOR_CLOSE_MID CHG_PCT_1DCHG_PCT_5DCHG_PCT_YTD
Leb. Mrkts Closing Px High Low % Daily % Weekly YTD
Solidere A 59.50 59.80 59.40 -0.17 -1.98 82.24
Solidere B 58.95 59.80 58.75 -1.34 -1.34 76.92

PX_YEST_HIGHPX_YEST_LOW
Company Ticker Market Cap Date Time Estimate Year Ago
Broadridge F.S. BR US $18 B 12-Aug-22 Pre-mkt 2.66 2.19
Spectrum Brand SPB US $2.9 B 12-Aug-22 Pre-mkt 1.50 1.57
Virgin Orbit H. VORB US $1.28 B 12-Aug-22 After-mkt - -0.37
PureCycle Tech. PCT US $1.1 B 12-Aug-22 Pre-mkt -0.16 -0.13
SNDL, Inc. SNDL US $744 M 12-Aug-22 After-mkt -0.03 0.10

AirSculpt Tech. AIRS US $375 M 12-Aug-22 Pre-mkt 0.00 0.04

The Honest Co. HNST US $340 M 12-Aug-22 Pre-mkt -0.08 -0.17
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GB- GDP Growth Rate Q2 Preliminary
GB- Industrial Production (MoM) JUN
GB- Manufcaturing Production JUN
EA- Industrial Production (MoM) JUN
GB- NIESR Monthly GDP Tracker JUL
US- Michigan Consumer Sentiment Preliminary AUG
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Is It Possible to Become a Billionaire Through Forex?
Possibly the most difficult, but also the more realistic scenario as a trader, is to
create steady profits. Remember that there will be moments when you will win,
but also moments when you will lose. If money ends up in your wallet in the long
term or within a specific timeframe, then you can consider your plan a success. It’s
essential to define a specific timeframe, as well as the amount that would be
profitable. It could also be said that the more money you invest, the closer you
can come to greater profit. Investors should consider all the factors that could
bring you closer to the specific goal. Pay attention to how much money you need
to invest and what risk you are willing to take to achieve something so big. Do you
manage risk properly? Do you possess financial management skills? A good
understanding of markets? How much are you willing and can lose? How much do
you want to win? Is becoming a billionaire a real-world scenario for you? As
investors, everything is about profit. However, it does not matter how much you
win, but the success rate you maintain. You can win $100,000 today and lose
$200,000 tomorrow, which could make you quit the game. Your dominance in the
game can be measured by staying in the game.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA  
The Nasdaq and S&P 500 retreated to close lower on Thursday on the
realization the Federal Reserve still needs to aggressively boost interest rates
to fully tame rising consumer prices despite fresh evidence of cooling inflation.
Disney tops Netflix on streaming subscribers, shares jump. U.S. producer
prices fall in July, underlying inflation slows.

EUROPE
European shares edged higher on Thursday after a strong rally in the previous
session on signs of U.S inflation cooling, while Aegon climbed after the Dutch
insurer raised its full-year forecast. Siemens posts first quarterly loss in 12
years. GSK, Sanofi, Haleon slump on Zantac litigation concerns.

ASIA 
Asian socks tracked Wall Street losses as investors remained filled with
uncertainty over how aggressively the Federal Reserve would raise interest
rates to tackle inflation despite softer numbers earlier this week.

EURUSD 
The Euro jumped to $1.03 in mid-August, a level not seen in a month, prompted
by a slightly weaker dollar after US inflation rate came below forecasts in July,
easing expectations of an aggressive Fed rate hike next month. Bets on rate
hikes from the ECB for the end of the year were also lowered. Despite the
gains, the common currency still holds close to parity as concerns of a looming
economic crisis in Europe persist as inflation shows no signs of peaking and the
energy crisis is far from over with high energy prices leading to a broad based
rally in consumer and producer costs.

GBPUSD
The British pound remained under pressure around $1.21 -$1.22 in the second
week of August, as investors await the GDP data for Q2 due Today to see
whether the economy is sliding into recession.

USDJPY
Several Bank of Japan officials recently commented that the central bank
needed an exit strategy from its massive stimulus, while maintaining that easy
monetary settings were needed for the time being as wages must catch up to
boost consumption and help Japan’s economic recovery.


